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**Description of the solution**

*include group discussions, conclusions, URLs, links to GitHub etc.*

As a group we discussed the project brief and requirements. We identified the main issue as social isolation. We narrowed down our audience to people who are socially isolated and living in poverty. We the point where isolated people have contact with others and narrowed it down to local shops and GP surgeries.

The linkup assessment tool is a part of a wider project to enable older people with financial difficulties to access voluntary services and local groups. The proposed idea is a chat bot for older people that asks particular questions and pulls back relevant local community information and volunteers.

Link to prototype: [https://invis.io/9RBQGGINA](https://invis.io/9RBQGGINA)

A 2<sup>nd</sup> part of LinkUp is a tool for GPs and Adult care professionals to assess the needs of isolated and poor older people and link to relevant groups and volunteer groups.
Link to prototype: https://invis.io/9RBQGGINA
This shows further shots of the conversation between older person and chat bot.
For the 2nd part of Link UP, the user (GPs or ASC) will enter details about the older person’s lifestyle and support network and come up with a list of relevant groups and local voluntary organizations. The user will then be able to get the group details and print them off to supply to the older person.

Page 1 Start Screen

This contains the introductory text and the start assessment button
This is a series of informal questions about the older person’s social network, education and lifestyle that assess the user’s needs.

**Assessment**

**You Postcode**

Sk1

**Where would you go if need to borrow a fiver**

No Body

**What do you do with you Spare time**

Pub

**Where would you got to find about benefits?**

Don’t Know

**How confident are you about using the internet?**

Not at all

**Where do you go if you need to chat?**

Nobody

Submit Assessment
Page 3 Relevant Groups

The needs of the user are assessed and a relevant list of groups are provided. How this is done has yet to be decided but probably by some metadata associated with the group.
Page 4 Group Details

This shows the contact details, a description and the location on Google Maps

**Move It and Lose It**

**Description**
Chairs.

**Location**
3 Pea Sweet, Comfortably, Comfortshire

**How to find us**

[Google Maps Image]